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	This book is written for enterprise executives and addresses the single most important activity for which they are ultimately responsible—optimization of performance. Whether you are an executive of government or commercial enterprise, or any other organization, your primary aim is to maximize return from limited resources to accomplish the unique mission and goals of your enterprise. Optimizing performance means applying scarce resources to business processes under constraint and transforming them into highest yield and best use outcomes by managing people and enabling technology.


	Our aim in writing Smart Data is to contribute to the optimization of enterprise performance with a strategy that will vastly improve enterprise data resource management reflected in more efficient and cost effective information technology (IT) support that produces high impact results for executive and operations management users. “Smart data” describes data that have been engineered to have certain superior characteristics and that is a product of state-of-the-art data engineering discipline such that it is interoperable and readily exchangeable among qualified members of an enterprise user community. Smart data is an executive strategy and tool for exacting higher performance across the enterprise. It operates by leveraging stateof-the-art infrastructure and enterprise services.


	The authors advocate attention to smart data strategy as an organizing element of enterprise performance optimization.  They believe that “smart data” as a corporate priority could revolutionize government or commercial enterprise performance much like “six sigma” or “total quality” as organizing paradigms have done in the past.  This revolution has not yet taken place because data historically resides in the province of the information resources organization.  Solutions that render data smart are articulated in “technoid” terms versus the language of the board room.  While books such as Adaptive Information by Pollock and Hodgson ably describe the current state of the art, their necessarily technical tone is not conducive to corporate or agency wide qualitative change.
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The Jericho Principle: How Companies Use Strategic Collaboration to Find New Sources of ValueJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Understanding the opportunities and dangers of innovation through intercompany collaboration
 The Jericho Principle identifies key trends and patterns in the increasing use of collaboration by corporations and creates a strategic and operational framework for answering key questions about the why and how of using collaboration to rapidly...
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Beginning Mac Programming: Develop with Objective-C and CocoaPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Beginning Mac Programming takes you through concrete, working examples, giving you the core concepts and principles of development in context so you will be ready to build the applications you've been imagining. It introduces you to Objective-C and the Cocoa framework in clear, easy-to-understand lessons, and demonstrates...
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PMP Certification All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	This completely updated guide prepares you for taking the PMP certification exam


	As the most popular project management certification available, the PMP certification is very difficult to obtain and demands stringent requirements. Thankfully, this All-in-One guide is packed with valuable information that has been completely...
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Ultra-Low Energy Domain-Specific Instruction-Set Processors (Embedded Systems)Springer, 2010

	Modern consumers carry many electronic devices, like a mobile phone, digital camera, GPS, PDA and an MP3 player. The functionality of each of these devices has gone through an important evolution over recent years, with a steep increase in both the number of features as in the quality of the services that they provide. However, providing the...
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Java Programming 24-Hour Trainer (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to notice the recent serious decline in the publishing of computer

	books, to say nothing of computer magazines. I enjoy reading books about software and visit the

	nearby Barnes and Noble at least twice a month. During the last three years the number of bookcases

	dedicated to computer books...
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Grid Computing: International Symposium on Grid Computing (ISGC 2007)Springer, 2008


	ISGC (International Symposium on Grid Computing) is one of the most important

	annual events in Asia that brings together scientists and engineers worldwide to

	exchange ideas, to present on challenges, solutions and future development in the

	field of Grid Computing. The objective of this Symposium is to facilitate the information...
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